
BUYERS CHECKLIST

1.  Rapid Pull-Down

Back bar beer coolers are required to chill-down ambient bottles (not pre-
chilled). Quality back bars are fitted with large fans which move cold air 
rapidly over bottles speeding up this cooling process to around 5 x faster 

than a unit without a fan. 

Buyers Tip: Look for a large interior fan, avoid units which don’t have 

fans fitted!

2.  Metal Interior

Bar fridges are subject to more potentially damaging internal impacts than 

most other types of fridge, bottles are hard and staff can be careless! In 
order to withstand impacts, quality back bar units have all metal interior.  

Buyers Tip: Buy metal interior - if the unit is loaded with products take 
care to check that this not hiding a plastic interior!

3.  Chrome Shelves

Plastic shelves may be cheaper they can bow under the weight of bottles, 
may discolour and break easily. Chrome shelves are rigid, stay straight, are 

very tough and will never discolour.

Buyers Tip: Always look for Chrome shelves - avoid plastic! 

4.  Capacity

Check the capacity of the fridge, this is how many 330ml bottles it will hold 
(especially single door models). Most single door back bar fridges will hold 

140 bottles, but some are much smaller often only holding about 60-70 
bottles!

Buyers Tip: Always check the capacity of 330mm bottles

5.  FULL Warranty

Many internet suppliers provide 'PARTS ONLY' warranty. We just don't 

believe that's good enough! At Fridgeland we provide FULL PARTS AND 
LABOUR warranty for all of our A Grade equipment. 

Buyers Tip: Check the warranty - if it doesn’t say Parts and Labour 

warranty, don’t buy it!
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